Current Scholars:

McNair Scholar travels to Antarctica

Caroline Cates, a psychology senior, traveled to Antarctica in December through AUIP. Enjoy her short video of their trip here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xt7edUGD0ac&feature=share

Alumni:

McNair Scholar alumna Lara Bratcher Harvey (2004) publishes article

“Surgical Findings and Outcomes in Premenopausal Breast Cancer Patients Undergoing Oophorectomy: A Multicenter Review from the Society of Gynecologic Surgeons Fellows Pelvic Research Network” published with Dr. Lara Harvey as first author. She is currently assistant professor, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Vanderbilt University, and previously completed a residency at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center / Harvard University.


Horseshoe Scholar alumna Maura Kurtz Hodge publishes article

“Behind the Boardroom Door: Ready for proxy season?” published in the Boston Business Journal January 11. Hodge is an Audit Partner at KPMG in the Greater Boston area. In addition, Hodge was also named one of the journals “40 Under 40.”